Forster Main Beach Ocean Baths
Facilities Upgrade
May 2019

Engagement Outcomes Report

Introduction
This report provides a summary of community and stakeholder consultation that was
undertaken between 8 April and 28 April 2019 to gain community feedback on the proposed
upgrades to the barbecue facilities and amenities at Forster Main Beach Ocean Baths.
This report is presented in six sections:
1. Introduction and background
2. What were people engaged on?
3. Who did we engage with?
4. How did people have their say?
5. What people said?
6. Next steps?

Project background
Main Beach Forster is a prominent coastal landmark and an iconic location for both locals
and visitors. Main Beach is a popular destination for swimming, exercising, socialising or just
sitting and enjoying the view.
Main Beach Forster is home to:


Forster Ocean Baths, commonly known as “The Bullring” which hosts many
sporting events and has been prime location for many photographers and regular
swimming clubs - Forster Mudcrabs



Forster Main Beach is a popular destination for holiday makers and locals at
large



The Forster Surf Life Saving Club has been patrolling the beach since 1944



Events held at Forster Main Beach precinct include the Forster Triathlon Festival,
Forster Running Festival, Surf Lifesaving carnivals and many one-off events



Cafes and restaurants

Significant consultation was undertaken in the development of the Forster Main Beach
Masterplan between June 2017 and November 2018. Much of this feedback informed the
initial concept designs presented to the community. The key stakeholders consulted in the
concept phase were included in this project to ensure a relationship is maintained and they
could provide comment on the proposed works.
The area of Main Beach Forster, which will be included in this first stage of upgrades
encompasses the Bullring, grassed area, toilets and barbecue facilities that are well utilised
and are identified in the Forster Main Beach Masterplan.
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What were people engaged on?
Purpose of engagement
The overall purpose of the engagement with the community was:


To gain feedback from the community on the proposed scope of works, to ensure
that the individual elements and design features meet the current and future needs of
the community

Objectives of engagement
The engagement had the following objectives:


To provide key stakeholders with the opportunity to provide comment on the details
of the proposed works and understand the potential impacts of the new design prior
to the finalisation of the proposed works.



To provide key stakeholders and community with detailed information on the
proposed works, to help support participants to provide considered feedback.



To educate the community and key stakeholders on the considerations given to the
upgrading of the existing facilities and how this fits in within the overall vision/concept
plans for the Main Beach Precinct.



To ensure participants in the engagement feel their feedback is valued during this
process and understand how their feedback has influenced the final decision.



To continue to build trust with our community and ensure that new and upgraded
facilities and infrastructure deliver benefits by meeting the current and future needs of
the community.

Project scope
The conceptual plans developed for the purpose of the engagement were in line with the
Forster Main Beach Masterplan. For the purpose of the engagement, the plans were broken
down into various elements for the community to make comment on:


Relocation and replacement of existing toilet facilities. The footprint of the facilities
will be moved closer to the street entrance, which was an outcome of the initial
concept phase of the engagement. The unisex toilet block proposed includes two
regular toilets, one ambulant toilet, two accessible/family toilets, two change rooms
and a storage room. Screening will be provided between wall and roof of toilets to
ensure privacy, but also provides ventilation.



Removal of the existing change rooms, which facilities are being incorporated into
the new toilet block.



Replacement and relocation of current undercover barbecue area. The new facilities
will be relocated to the current location of the change rooms and will include a larger
barbecue area with picnic tables and alfresco seating increasing undercover usable
space. Design elements include rustic steel mesh cut out, designed by a local
Indigenous artist.



Installation of new outdoor shower facilities.
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Rejuvenation of the green space area around the construction site, removal of
overhanging trees and the construction of new retaining wall.



Connection of new facilities with existing pathways

Non -negotiable elements to the project included:


New toilet facility must include two disabled access toilets/parental change rooms the facilities must be supplied in accordance with legislation. It is intended the design
of these are flexible in use and size to suit wheelchairs, walkers and prams.



Size and location of toilet facility - the building footprint is adequately sized to fit the
necessary number of toilets and the location has been determined to make best use
of site, taking into consideration safety, access to services and outcomes from Main
Beach precinct engagement.



Size and location of barbecue area - the building footprint is adequately sized to fit
multiple use facilities and location has been determined to make best use of site,
taking into consideration safety, access to services and outcomes from Main Beach
precinct engagement.
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Who did we engage with?
As a part of the consultation, we collected demographic information to understand who we
engaged with and how they utilise the Ocean Baths area.

Location

67% Forster residents

8% Forster residents
21% from other locations
within MidCoast
3% from outside MidCoast










Age
0% <18 years
1% 18 - 24 years



3% 25 - 34 years



18% 35 - 49 years




25% 50 - 59 years




31% 60 - 69 years




19% 70 - 84 years




0% 85 years and over
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Frequency of use
30% daily

25% weekly






10% monthly



10% holidays



12% occasionally



12% other



Usage

73% for swimming






55% for leisure and
relaxation





48% for exercise

36% for family

27% for small informal
picnics
18% for large social
gatherings
9% for organised sport
6% other
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Key stakeholders
We contacted key stakeholders directly to ensure they were aware of the engagement, seek
initial feedback and link in with opportunities to discuss the project and concepts further.
We also had a number of one-on-one conversations with key stakeholders to discuss in
detail the implications and opportunities for their facility, organisation or business.
Key stakeholders involved included:


Local residents



Mudcrabs Swimming Club



Forster Surf Life Saving Club



Surrounding businesses



Local Aboriginal Lands Council and Aboriginal community



Families



Previous engagement participants on Forster Main Beach Masterplan



Older people and people with a disability



Local schools



Forster Business Chamber and tourism groups



Local community leaders
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How did people have their say?
The range of engagement activities undertaken provided a variety of ways for the community
to share their opinion and ideas, and generate conversations. By providing a range of faceto-face and online engagement opportunities we were able to get input from a cross section
of the community, including key interest groups, stakeholders and hard to reach groups.
Face-to-face engagement

Online and electronic
engagement

Communications

1 pop-up on site

58 participated in online
survey

1,044 letters sent to local
residents and stakeholders

4 one on one meetings with
key stakeholders

506 visits to have your say
page on Council's website

200+ flyers distributed

9 responses to hard copy
survey

18,918 people reached on
Forster Ocean Baths
Facebook posts

6 stories covered in print,
radio and television

1 static display

4,670 engagements on
Forster Ocean Baths
Facebook posts

2 standalone advertisements
and 4 mentions in weekly
news

97 emails to key
stakeholders

Submissions

2 participants asked a
question online

2 submissions received

Engagement activities
The following activities were used to seek input and build awareness of the community
consultation on the proposed upgrades to facilities at the Forster Main Beach Ocean Baths
between 8 April and 28 April 2019.
Have your say page
The have your say page on Council’s website provided an online hub to both share
information, encourage participation in engagement activities and direct linkage to the online
survey.
Information included concept plans, site map, links to background information on the Forster
Main Beach Masterplan, key dates, and Frequently Asked Questions.
Over the period of the engagement, there were 506 visits to this page.
Survey
A survey was the primary tool for gathering feedback and aimed to seek comments on both
the overall concept and individual features. The survey was available on the have your say
webpage, as well as in hard copy at the Forster Administration Centre and onsite pop-up.
66 people completed the survey, either online or in hardcopy.
Appendix 1 provides a copy of survey data.
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Q and A
The question and answer tool was available on our have your say page and enabled people
to seek clarifications related to the upgrades of the facilities.
This function was only used twice during the consultation, and due to the nature of the
questions, they have been included as comments, rather than questions. These have been
included as a part of the formal submissions in Appendix 2.
Onsite pop-up
As a part of our face to face
engagement we hosted an onsite
pop-up on Monday 15 April to
educate community on the
features of the proposed
upgrades, gather feedback on the
project and inform people of how
to have their say.
These pop-ups involved a display
showing the concept plans, site
plan, project timeline and details
on how to have a say. Flyers and
hard copies of surveys were
available for people to take away
to encourage them to provide a
more detailed response.
Approximately 80 – 100 people
attended the pop up.
One-on-one meetings with key stakeholders
To ensure we received feedback from those key stakeholders with a high interest in the
project, we invited those groups to meet with us face to face to discuss the proposal and
collect their feedback.
Four meetings were held, two via face-to-face and two over the phone. These groups
included:


Mudcrabs Swimming Club – face-to-face



Forster Local Aboriginal Land Council – face-to-face



Friends of Forster Ocean Baths – phone



Forster Surf Lifesaving Club – phone

A summary of these conversations is provided in Appendix 3.
Meetings were also offered to surrounding businesses, which weren’t taken up. However it is
understood these groups participated in alternate engagement activities.
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Communication and advertising
Communication method

Dates distributed

Reach

Letter to local residents and
local businesses

5 April

1,044 letters sent

Email to previous
engagement participants
and stakeholders

9 April

97 emails sent

Website Have your Say
page and banner

8 April – 28 April

506 views

Media, radio and TV
coverage

8 April –Forster Ocean
Baths facilities
upgrade

2 newspaper articles –
Great Lakes Advocate 10
and 18 April 2019

17 April - Have your say on
Ocean Baths facilities
upgrade

1 radio story and interview –
2RE 9 April 2019

Static office display

9 April – 28 April

14 days

Flyers

8 April – 28 April

Approx. 200

Social media - Facebook

8 April

12,104 people reached;
4,312 engagements; 217
reactions; 65 comments and
50 shares

15 April

2,273 people reached; 177
engagements; 24 reactions;
8 comments and 1 share

368 unique visitors

16 April
25 April

Advertising in local print
media

2 television news stories –
Prime and NBN 9 April 2019

2,193 people reached; 91
engagements; 6 reactions; 3
comments and 5 shares
2,408 people reached; 90
engagements; 9 reactions; 5
comments and 1 share

Weekly news features –
Great Lakes 10 and 24 April
Weekly news – all papers
10, 17 and 24 April
Quarter page advert – Great
Lakes Advocate and
Manning Great Lakes Extra11 and 18 April
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Level of engagement
As outlined in MidCoast Council’s Community Engagement Policy we utilise the International
Association for Public Participation (IAP2) five-point framework for measuring the level of
community engagement for each project.
Within this scale, this project achieved an inform /consult / involve level of engagement. At
this level our commitment to the community was to listen to and acknowledge the benefits
and limitations of the proposed design and consider these in the development of the final
design.
The diagram below shows the levels of engagement and the activities undertaken within
each level.

Inform
Letters and emails
Have your say
page
Static display
Closing the loop

Consult
Onsite pop up
Q&A tool

Involve
Survey
One on one
meetings

Collaborate
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What people said?
Participants in the engagement were asked to provide feedback on the various design
elements of the project. These were broken down into three areas, including the barbecue
facilities, amenities building and other facilities.
The following provides a summary of feedback provided through the various engagement
methods, including the survey, onsite pop up, one-on-one meetings and formal submissions.
Note: the comments on each element have been summarised and participants may have
raised more than one point in their response. Percentages have been calculated against
number of respondents, not comments made.
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Barbecue facilities

Theme

Summary of comments

%

Supportive

Overall fit for purpose, like the number of seats provided and
the layout

72%

Design

Comments on the design included:

18%



Ensuring the seats are easy to get up and down,
wheelchair accessible, provision of back rests on
some, robust design and low cost maintenance



Modern contemporary design in keeping with
surrounding area



Like the timber look



Layout and building design maximises the view, so
everyone using the space can see the water

Family table

Like large table for social gatherings. Keep separate to allow
other groups to use the space

10%

Size

Concerns raised that the space isn’t big enough and needs
more seating, for the following reasons:

7%

Management



Area will become more popular once upgrades done,
so need to accommodate for this



Location is popular during holiday periods, so need to
ensure space caters for this

Ongoing management and maintenance issues raised:


Ensure adequate provision of bins



Rats who scavenge at night



Improvements will make the area more enticing for
anti-social behaviour at night
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Shade

Area is used as a shelter for shade and rain cover, so space
needs to accommodate users not just there to use the
barbecue facilities

4%

Other

Other issues raised from two or less participants included:

7%



Concerns that the existing barbecue facilities are
adequate and could instead be refurbished. Seems
like a waste of Council resources to demolish



Too large and takes up limited grass area



Position - could be moved closer to road

No comment
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Theme

Summary of comments

%

Supportive

Like the overall idea and design of the casual seating area.
Like the contemporary modern look and use of colour

52%

Design

Comments on the design included:

21%



Need to ensure chairs are comfortable



Provision of chairs for people to lie down



Need to be a versatile design for different uses



Back support



Wheelchair accessible



Needs to be practical



Need to ensure the design won’t date too soon

Size

Space is too small for number of users

14%

Too modern

Concerns with the contemporary design included:

9%

Shade



Don’t like the bright colours



Design will date too quickly



Looks like play equipment



Use more natural colours – in keeping with coastal
feel

Would like shade incorporated in design. No shade limits
usage in both hot and cold weather
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Management

Ongoing management and maintenance issues raised
included:


Seating needs to be fixed



Ensure not used by skateboarders



Concern for safety if used by children to play on

8%

Unnecessary

Not needed - space would be better used for more picnic
tables

12%

Other

Other issues raised from two or less participants included:

5%



Position – move to other end of building to allow
better view of pool. Area for parents to supervise
children



Too large and takes up limited grass area

No Comment
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Barbecues
No comment
Other
Unnecessary
Accessible
Management
Design
Supportive
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Percentage

Theme

Summary of comments

%

Supportive

Like the overall design and layout of barbecues

82%

Design

Comments on the design included:

12%

Management



Needs more interest - don’t like the way all lined up



Split tables and barbecues into zones



Need placement of barbecues to be out of wind



Ensure enough space around barbecues to place
cooking items and food

Ongoing management and maintenance issues raised
included:


Provision of bins



Need to be maintained regularly



Rats

6%

Accessible

Like the incorporation of wheel chair accessible design

6%

Unnecessary

Don’t need two barbecue areas. Too many barbecues for
seating. Existing barbecue facilities are adequate

6%

Other

Other issues raised from two or less participants included:

8%



Separate from other users to encourage turnover



Provision of water/sinks near barbecues



Concerns regarding the proximity to toilets



Remove barbecue near road to allow for more grass
area, as not in keeping with style

No Comment
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Theme

Summary of comments

%

Supportive

Like the design, including the incorporation of local Aboriginal
design and aquatic theme. Like the fact designed by local
artist

89%

Design

Comments on the design included:

15%



Like that it brings light into the shelter



Need to ensure wind is taken into account



Metal needs to not reflect the sun. Ensure made from
material that won’t corrode



Opportunity to use more than one artist with other
elements. Potential to use Aboriginal artwork on
footpaths eg animal



Need to ensure design doesn’t become dated

Contrasting
views

Alternate ideas proposed for design

6%

Other

Other issues raised from two or less participants included:

6%



Design could come from competition at local school



Style would limit protection from poor weather



Consideration of using art and signage to recognise
the Aboriginal and European history in the area

No Comment
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Amenities

Theme

Summary of comments

%

Supportive

Like the modern design

76%

Design

Comments on the design included:

9%



Consider recycled materials eg rammed earth



Ensure design is serviceable



Wall could be used for mural or historical signage



Consider using more interesting font

Name

Opposed to use of the name “The Bullring”. Suggestions
included Ocean Baths, toilets and use of braille

8%

Other

Other issues raised from two or less participants all related
to other elements of the design of the amenities, which
have been captured there

9%

No Comment
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Theme

Summary of comments

%

Supportive

Like design and use of Aboriginal art design. Provides
natural light and ventilation

82%

Other

Other issues raised from two or less participants included:

8%



Not sure if it will provide enough privacy



Need to block off at back to ensure privacy



Other issues related to other design features

No Comment
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Theme

Summary of comments

%

Supportive

Like colours and modern design

59%

Unappealing

Use more natural colours, stainless steel

26%

Management

Ongoing management and maintenance issues raised
included:

8%

Other



Graffiti management



Ensure colours are maintained, particularly in
corrosive environment

Other issues raised from two or less participants included:


Airflow around doors



Focus on design of building instead of aesthetics



Incorporate murals



Comments related to other elements of the design of
the amenities, which have been captured there

No Comment
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Theme

Summary of comments

%

Supportive

Like the modern design. Fits well with the coastal environment

78%

Management

Ongoing management and maintenance issues raised included:

16%

Other



Concerns with maintenance, particularly due to salt
conditions



Concerns regarding ability to remove graffiti



Need to ensure not a fire risk
4%

Other issues raised from two or less participants included:


Use real timber instead



Paint green to blend with setting



Needs to be cohesive with other elements in the building

No Comment
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Theme

Summary of comments

%

Supportive

Like the modern design. Fits well with the coastal
environment

48%

Size

Inadequate number of facilities provided in floorplan.
Additionally need to ensure dimensions are adequate size

15%

Unisex

Do not support unisex

11%

Management

Ongoing management and maintenance issues raised
included:

9%

Design



Needs to be well maintained, particularly if unisex



Provision of antibacterial



Ensure management of usage by campers

Comments on the design included:


Incorporate urinal



Provide fold away facilities for usage of change
rooms and toilets



Flooring needs to have good drainage



Include shelf in WC/change rooms

6%

Accessibility

Need to ensure enough room for people with walkers

5%

Other

Other issues raised from two or less participants included:

13%



Use space from accessible/family toilets to make
larger toilets



Don’t be persuaded to put showers inside



Proximity to road danger to children

No Comment
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Theme

Summary of comments

%

Supportive

Like the proposal - accessible toilets are needed in area and
family friendly design is great

70%

Design

Comments on the design included:

8%



Incorporate shower facility



Provision of bench seating

Accessibility

Concerns regarding combining of accessible and baby
change toilets, due to hygiene reasons and need to ensure
space provided is not too small

5%

Management

Ongoing management and maintenance issues raised
included:

4%



Provision of bins for nappies, possible outside of
room to prevent smell



Regular cleaning

Unnecessary

Parents room is unnecessary as won’t be used

3%

Other

Other issues raised from two or less participants included:

5%



People would use instead of other toilets due to size



One is enough



Space is too large for purpose

No Comment
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Theme

Summary of comments

%

Supportive

Supportive of private change rooms and design

39%

Size

Overall the provision for change rooms is not enough and
need to add more. Size of rooms also too small

31%

Showers

Incorporate shower facilities

21%



Suggestions were made for both hot and cold water



Reasons include use of pool for exercise and need
to go to work, and many people prefer privacy,
particularly families with children



Potential to make solar powered

Unisex

Do not support unisex

8%

Layout

Prefer open plan design - as facilities are used for people
exercising, need a space for people to hang their clothes in
change facilities while swimming

6%

Other

Other issues raised from two or less participants included:

5%



Unsure if necessary



Need to be cleaned regularly

No Comment
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Other facilities

Theme

Summary of comments

%

Supportive

Supportive of the provision of outdoor showers

37%

One +

Need to be more than one head, suggestions between 2 - 6

20%

Indoor

Area used by people exercising and need a proper shower
before going to work, so need privacy

18%

Design

Comments on the design included:

12%



Have separate to allow personal space



Provide privacy screens



Include high and low shower head for kids and adults



Shower heads around large concrete pillar



Higher foot taps



Improved flooring to allow good drainage/cleanliness

Heated

Provision of hot showers

11%

Position

Ideas for position included:

9%

Management



Not near barbecue area



Not in shade



Move closer to pool

Ongoing management and maintenance issues raised
included:


Clean regularly to reduce sand build up



Manage bees
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Other

Other issues raised from two or less participants included:


3%

Signage to promote water saving

No Comment

8%

Theme

Summary of comments

%

Supportive

Generally supportive of the need for a retaining wall with no
other comments in regard to its design

14%

Natural

Use natural materials such as sandstone or timber that is
hard wearing and blends in with bush

10%

Design

Comments on the design included:

7%



Ensure it is well engineered and fit for purpose and
provides good drainage

Versatile

Incorporate seating

6%

Trees

Concerns raised regarding impact on bushland

3%

Other

Other issues raised from one participant included:

7%



Position of barbecue facilities should be closer to
pool to allow better supervision



Add handball area for kids



Use as an opportunity to tell the history through art

No Comment
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Theme

Summary of comments

%

Supportive

Supportive of proposal to remove shelter and create more
green space

35%

Shade

Provision of more shade, both fixed structures and mature
trees

37%

Existing

Keep existing shelter as existing not very old. Potential to
remove seating to make a shade structure

12%

Casual

Casual seating for lying down such as timber platforms
already used in the space

11%

Active

Provision of active infrastructure such as a playground and
exercise stations

7%

Other

Other issues raised from two or less participants included:

11%



Remove tree near road



Consider stormwater management due to increase
in roof surface



Improved lighting



Incorporate pavers for wheel chair accessibility



Don’t use green space for boot camp



Signage



Provision of space for swimmers to hang their
clothes and protection from the weather

No Comment
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Other comments

Theme

Summary of comments

%

Asset

Proposed works are excellent and will be an asset to Forster

35%

Upgrades

Suggested upgrades or additions included:

23%

Facilities

Cleaning



Pump



Bubbler



Pool surface



Solar panels on roof



Lighting



Shelter for swimmers to store gear



Large clock



More casual seating

Concerns raised regarding proposal included:


No indoor showers



No heated showers



No large change room



Increase in number of toilets provided in toilets

More regular cleaning of the pool
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Future proof

While proposed may meet current need, it is inadequate for
the future

11%

Outdated

Area is outdated and in desperate need of upgrading

9%

Accessibility

Improve the facility to ensure accessible for people with a
disability, including footpaths and ramps to the pool

8%

Shade

Provision of more shade, both fixed and mature trees

8%

Security

Lockable doors on storage room, installation of CCTV and
provision of defibrillator and buoy

5%

Trees

Cut back existing trees - particularly those with pine needles
and provide less shade over the pool

3%

Parking

Maintain existing parking. This should have been addressed
as part of engagement

3%

Other

Other issues raised from one participant included:

15%



Water safety classes



No ball games signage



Design is out of touch and doesn’t provide any
improvement on current facilities



Need to ensure new facilities are maintained and
cleaned regularly



Grateful for opportunity to have a say



Provisions made in the footings to turn the toilets/
change rooms into a two storey at a later stage (to
make Mudcrabs clubhouse)

No Comment
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What’s next?
The engagement data contained in this report will be used to inform key staff, management
and Councillors on the outcomes of the consultation for the proposed upgrades to facilities at
the Forster Ocean Baths.
This feedback will be considered, along with other factors including time frames, budget,
funding agreements and intended purpose of the space to develop a final design.
A copy of this report will be made publicly available on Council’s website, as well as
distributed to those participants who expressed an interest in being kept informed on the
project.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Survey data
Appendix 2: Submissions
Appendix 3: Summary of one on one meetings
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Appendix 1 – Survey data

Forster Ocean Baths
Survey Response
How often do you use the Forster Ocean Baths?
Monthly
Occasionally
Monthly
Occasionally
Monthly
Weekly
Occasionally
Daily
Daily
Monthly
Weekly
Monthly
Daily
Occasionally
Other: 3 times a week in warmer months
Daily
Daily
Daily
Weekly
Daily
Occasionally
Other: approximately three times a week for eight months
Weekly
Monthly
Holidays
Weekly
Daily
Weekly
Daily
Daily
Daily
Weekly
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Daily
Occasionally
Daily
Weekly
Holidays
Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
Holidays
Occasionally
Daily
Weekly
Other: More than weekly but not every day
Daily
Holidays
Daily
Daily
Weekly
Daily
Daily
Weekly
Holidays
Other: When I visit
Occasionally
Daily
Weekly
Holidays
Other: Twice weekly
Other: no comment
Holidays
Other: When i come out on programs as i dont have transport to use them
Weekly
Other: 2-3 times a week
Monthly
How do you use the Forster Ocean Baths? (Select one or more)
Family time, Leisure / relaxation
For swimming
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Family time, For exercise, For swimming, Large social gatherings, Small informal picnics,
Leisure / relaxation
Family time, Small informal picnics ,Leisure / relaxation
Family time
Family time, For swimming, Large social gatherings, Small informal picnics, Leisure / relaxation
For swimming, Large social gatherings
For swimming
For swimming
Family time, Organised sport, For exercise, For swimming, Leisure / relaxation
For swimming
Family time, For exercise, For swimming, Leisure / relaxation
For exercise
For swimming
For exercise, For swimming, Leisure / relaxation
For swimming
Family time, For exercise, Small informal picnics
For swimming, Large social gatherings, Leisure / relaxation
Family time, For swimming, Large social gatherings, Small informal picnics
For exercise, For swimming, Leisure / relaxation
For swimming, Small informal picnics, Leisure / relaxation
For swimming
Family time, For exercise, For swimming, Small informal picnics, Leisure / relaxation
Family time, Small informal picnics
Family time, Small informal picnics, Leisure / relaxation
For swimming, Leisure / relaxation
Organised sport, For swimming
For exercise, For swimming, Leisure / relaxation
For exercise, For swimming
For exercise, For swimming, Large social gatherings
For exercise, For swimming
For exercise, For swimming, Large social gatherings
Organised sport, For exercise, For swimming, Small informal picnics, Leisure / relaxation
Leisure / relaxation
Family time
Family time, For exercise, For swimming, Large social gatherings, Small informal picnics,
Leisure / relaxation
Family time
Family time, Organised sport, For exercise, For swimming, Large social gatherings, Small
informal picnics, Leisure / relaxation
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Organised sport, For exercise, For swimming, Large social gatherings, Leisure / relaxation
For swimming
Family time, For exercise, For swimming, Leisure / relaxation
Leisure / relaxation
Family time, For swimming, Large social gatherings, Leisure / relaxation
Family time, For exercise, For swimming, Small informal picnics
Organised sport, For exercise, For swimming
For exercise, For swimming, Leisure / relaxation
For exercise, Leisure / relaxation
Family time, For exercise, For swimming, Leisure / relaxation
For exercise, For swimming
For swimming
Leisure / relaxation
For exercise, For swimming
For swimming
Family time, For exercise, For swimming, Large social gatherings, Small informal picnics,
Leisure / relaxation
For swimming, Leisure / relaxation, Other: Would spend more time at the Ocean Baths if there
was more shaded areas and seating - as it is now we don't go as often as we'd like
For exercise, For swimming
Leisure / relaxation
Family time, For exercise, For swimming, Leisure / relaxation
Small informal picnics, Leisure / relaxation
For exercise
Family time, For exercise, For swimming, Small informal picnics, Leisure / relaxation
Other: no comment
Family time, For swimming, Small informal picnics, Leisure / relaxation
Other: When I come out on programs as I don’t have transport to use them
For exercise, For swimming, Small informal picnics, Leisure / relaxation
For exercise, For swimming, Leisure / relaxation, Other: safety/easy access for my age
Leisure / relaxation
Covered barbecue and alfresco areas
What do you think of the fixed picnic tables (number 1 in the image above)? One of the
tables is extended for events and large groups.
lots more seats is great would be good for big family gatherings or kids Bday parties etc.
Looks Good+
Great idea having fixed tables. Also fantastic to have an extendable table for larger groups.
Great
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Fine. Not really any different to what exists there already.
Great - just make sure they are built so that they are easy to get on and off.
I like the proposed table plan
appears to be ok but that number of people are going to generate a lot of garbage - not enough
bins appear in the schematic so hopefully more will be provided; current bins don't cope well
with high volume usage during holiday periods.
Yes that looks good
Good
OK
Quite good allows most people vision
Very good
Possibly very useful and I guess they would get a fair amount of use. Look very modern [well
they will be!] will they look out of place? Are they wheelchair friendly? It doesn't appear so.
An unnecessary encroachment on what little grass area there is - the ex facilities are adequate
but just need upgrading.
looks good - no problems
alright, functional
At the moment there are 3 tables and if you plan to have an organised party, its a rush to get
there early and occupy a table to get a spot. As many group convenient tables as possibly,
would be better. Keep in mind with global warming and summers getting consistently hotter,
people will seek shelter in those shaded areas and not always using it for a picnic.
Some seating with back support in this area would be useful.
Nice. There is much more room to sit & socialise.
they look good
"Clean lines are attractive and minimize rubbish accumulation but I cannot see how the tables
can be used without climbing over the seat. This method of access is not acceptable.
Please ensure seats and table are strong enough to prevent damage/misuse by idiots."
You might wish to make some of them disabled and wheelchair friendly.
fine
okay
Not big enough.
Wonderful ….hope it doesn't rain though.
Look OK
Extended table is great for Forster Turtle BBQs
Excellent idea for families
Large tables are good.
Good
Excellent more tables and chairs are needed in this area.
Like the covered alfresco areas and extended area hope there is enough room for wheelchair
access.
Great.
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good
Could long group table be moved away from others so when people come and reserve shelter
(current practise) the other tables can be available for different groups - not all taken over.
if timber should be good
Having more tables is great.
Great
Adequate but can a person in a wheelchair sit facing the table, is there adequate space
between the table legs and chair sets to accommodate this. The plan is not showing this
specifically.
Not big enough because you are doing it up more people will want to use it
Unnecessary
I looks like 2 of them are extended?
OK
Good but how do you plan to keep the dozens of rats away from them. After sunset they are
running everywhere on the side bank just waiting for the people to leave. then they invade the
bbqs and everywhere that there might be a morsel of food
I think they look practical, but need to be made of robust material that requires minimal
maintenance.
Is there enough to cater for the busy times ?
Good
Looks okay but not enough seating - at best if all the tables were taken they would seat about
54 people - not nearly enough. Many people need shade from the sun including young
children.
Fantastic idea & very user friendly
Very good
Good
Great - are there wheel chair tables?
Very good family friendly area
Very good but it might invite all night parties
Looks like a very good space
Yeah i think it will be good and awesome cause we can have BBQ's and sit at the tables and
stuff and have a larger group of people here.
An increased number of tables to what is currently there is essential. they need to be easy to
clean, and made of materials that are as difficult to vandalise as possible.
Good
Good
What do you think of the casual seating proposed for the alfresco area (number 2 in the
image above)?
not really sure about these, look modern and funky but aren't comfortable
OKBright and fun! Great to attract kids and young people to the area. It's important to provide
some fun for the younger generations.
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Great
While I like the design I think the bright colours will quickly date the renovation. It would be
good to consider areas where people can also lie down. The current large square timber
benches/seats to the rear of the baths are often used by people to lie on also. To lose this
functionality would be detrimental to the area.
Love it. Picnic tables are great but are not relaxing or comfortable to sit at. Some cool lounging
areas would add to the area. Check out what they have done in France
https://www.publicspace.org/documents/220568/412959/34152E078-10B.jpg/f0c57449-cb53202f-2f91-29e42daba0a5?version=1.0&t=1525251406189
Hopefully, it is a large area to cope with a number of families with shelter. it looks visually
appealing
not much - seem to be useless in wet or very hot conditions because overhead cover doesn't
seem to provide any/limited cover. May be better situated at the other end of the structure so
parents/minders can sit and observe the pool itself and the people in it more directly.
Yes that also is good
Good
OK
alfresco
Very good
"Not too sure, I guess they are fixed to ground, otherwise they won't last long!
Again very modern."
As above - who needs more concrete?
"Looks nice, and casual seating is useful - but while colourful they actually seem kind of
impractical/uncomfortable.
The square wooden multi purpose benches that are in place at the moment are a good
example of casual infrastructure that can be used for multiple uses. "
don't like them, could find something more comfortable with back support
The more covered area the better, if people like to sit in the sun, they will either bring chairs or
sit on the grass. I think this area should also be fully shaded, then that area will be used for
just getting out of the sun, and not take up the eating/ picnic tables.
It is difficult to see what this seating actually looks like. Some seating with back support would
be useful.
Good.
okay except I don't like the colours
Good concept and pleasing use of colour. From the image I believe the casual seating will be
varied heights and this is highly desirable.
I'm not so sure these will be used for much more that climbing on by kids. Is the pavement
rubberised for softfall?
fine
"Don't like the multi coloured cubes . Are these movable ?Okayok00kay
seats with backs are better."
not enough seating or table bench's.
Good
Unnecessary
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Good
The seating is okay if you need to use barbecues but extra seating is required around the
grass areas as not everyone likes to sit on the grass especially older people.
I like this proposal
Good
I think it would be better use extending the table and chair around. I think the informal area will
attract youths rather than families
Like it again hope there is enough room for the no's of people and room for wheelchair access
Not a good use of the space. Provide more picnic tables with seating.
good
Shelter from the sun?
good
Looks great.
Wasted. Better used with more bench seating.
Would prefer to see seating with back supports. For ease of seating would prefer more
conventional seating scattered in the area. I also think they could be inappropriately used by
skateboards if they do not have some barrier.
Need more seating
Unnecessary
OK
Not needed
Good but how do you plan to keep the dozens of rats away from them.. after sunset they are
running everywhere on the side bank just waiting for the people to leave. then they invade the
bbqs and everywhere that there might be a morsel of food
It would be better to have some more tables here.
More practical seating than what is pictured would be better
Good
Looks nice, but seating for only 7 people - not realistic. They would be taken very quickly.
Not a fan. They will date quickly.
Excellent
Fine but not those colours - they look like they belong in kindergarten. I would prefer to see the
colour of the sand or ocean or vegetation and preferably all one colour so as not to draw our
eyes away from this beautiful area.
Good
Great
Very good - maybe another platform could be handy
Good
A good area to have but i think several platforms style seats may be more useful
Yeah it woul be good for the kids if they dont climb on it and hurt themselves.
This is a wasted use of this area. Either include additional tables or reduce the size of this total
space. We think this type of seating will be looked at as play fixtures for kids - & teenagers &
possibly be vandalised.
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Needs shade
Think roof covering should be completely covered not slated
What do you think of the fixed barbecues (number 3 in the image above)? They have an
accessible design for wheelchair users.
fantastic!
Looks Good+
Wonderful and inclusive idea. Will there be signage to advise users to maintain and clean the
areas after use? Will there be plenty of garbage bins for users to dispose of their waste. We do
not want more rubbish filtering into our beautiful waters
Great
Ok. not very inspiring.
It's fine but it looks a bit 'school camp' mass produced, commercial kitchen style. Could the
bbqs be split up into 'zones' that are loosely associated with the picnic tables to soften the
space a bit more?
They look like 8 in number. Possibly split into 2's. I recently visited Falcon WA who were doing
up the beach are and they had pairs of BBQs set in stainless steel tables- free to public
seem to be ok but design shown indicates an area underneath that could easily be used by
people to throw rubbish in!
Separated areas would also be nice for separate functions the area is soo busy in summer
Good
OK
barbecues should be at southern end as prevailing wind is a nor/easter
Great
Very good but having done your cooking where do people in wheelchairs eat their food?
Overkill - most people today can manage without splurgy bbq areas.
looks good - no problems
good
"Good, 4 burners, great, but need sufficient space on the tables to place down items for
cooking, and to be able to cook next to other people/ families, without feeling you are invading
their personal space.
Also maybe have the back wall wide enough so things can be rested on it, at the moment that
wall is widely used for putting your extra food, bags etc."
I like the way they are separated from the tables this will encourage a turnover by users.
Nice.
good
"All good but is it overkill?
When I consider the amount of congregation that always takes place around the cooking site I
think 3 BBQs may be sufficient. This would also reduce any smoke menace. "
As long as they will be maintained frequently and remain functional... great idea!
fine
okay
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good.
Good
OK
Great and there are lots more.
much better idea as these get used a lot summer months
Good
Good
More bbq are needed we currently have 3 bbq over 2 locations so it’s not really and increase
Yes fixed BBQ area and water
Great
good
Ok
good
Accessibility is important, placement looks good.
Great.
They look fine.
"As long as they are far enough away from the toilets will be good
"
Unnecessary
OK
Good
The wheelchair access will not stop the rats from eating off the BBQs
They need to be seperate units, otherwise people's food gets mixed up.
OK
Good
The fixed barbecues look absolutely fabulous. Love this.
Good idea
Excellent
Excellent and there are now so many BBQ's available, could we get rid of the BBQ's under the
shack just near north street and instead leave as more grassed area.
Good
BBQ need to be separated so different people can use them in different areas this will avoid
over crowding and disputes
Very good and roomy
Good
"Very good
Are there going to be sinks or water availble"
Yeah the fitted BBQ's are larger and wheelchair users would be good coming down and up
easy access
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It appears that there are 8 barbeques. This seems excessive given the number of tables and
therefore number of visitors that could use the site at the same time. There must be some
standards that your consultants can use to determine the ratio ( seating/persons//bbqs). There
are already 2 bbqs in the other covered site near the car park, with no defined seating.
Good
Good
What do you think of the art screen (number 4 in the image above)? These will be made
from stencilled metal and be designed by a local Aboriginal artist.
Great idea
OK
Lovely to have a local artist involved in the design.
"Stencilled metal good idea.
Artwork should be by local school children entering co petition"
I like the inclusion of an indigenous design. I think this already looks a bit dated though.
Love it. We should do more of this.
Positive
not necessary in my opinion; will they stop rain/wind/sun from getting into the area; the current
area is heavily used in inclement weather as a storage area for clothes etc. when people are
swimming, can this still happen?
Terrific
Good
OK
i like it very much
ok
I like it.
Commendable!
"Cool idea. Any other opportunities for public art, murals etc in the development? The eastfacing wall on the toilets/change rooms could be a great location for mural - provide a link back
to the historic ones on the existing promenade.
Does the 'local aboriginal artist' know that they're designing these stencils yet, or is this just a
feel-good statement?"
like the aboriginal art hopefully with aquatic theme, wont the metal corride?
The aboriginal input and design should reflect the history and tradition of the people in this
area. Should be positive, with relations to the sea and its inhabitents, and colorfull.
I like the art screen.
Pretty
They don't appeal to me as I like things to be plain near the sea
"Appropriate attribute to the facility providing there will be more light in the new facility.
The existing facility, besides being unattractive is too dark and therefore uninviting. "
"They look fine. I know a Forster born and raised metalworker who can cut these... Lee Black
of Burnished Projects (https://burnishedprojects.com.au/).
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The other thing to consider is that the roof height and pitch will need proper thought as these
are NW facing areas and the afternoon sun can be really really hot, even with our ocean
breezes."
great
okay
Ok.
Beautiful!!
OK
Good to recognise our local heritage. Is it designed to rust naturally?
very tasteful holding the Australian theme
I like this
Good
Art work is fine
Yes nice
Love it.
yes good
Great idea
Attractive look. Weather resistant?
perhaps ok. Stainless?
👍
I like this.
Quite nice as long the material used is sturdy enough to withstand sea salt winds and vandals.
Sorry but we have good australian as well
Too over the top reflecting the sun
Very good.
Good
There are more nationalities than just aboriginals visiting and living in the area. This is a racist
idea on your behalf. It should be and international artistic approach
Will this stop weather occurrences blowing in to the covered area?
OK
Good
Looks good, like the idea.
Nice touch
Excellent
I like them
Good
Nice
very good
Good
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I like it
Yeah i think it would look beautiful as long as other people don't rush it.
A good idea, we think this will look good. Maybe a photo & short story of the artist. There
should also be some recognition by signage/photography of the European history of the
development of the site. There are currently photos in the foyer area of the Forster Club.
Good
Good but vandals will probably damage them
Amenities facility
What do you think of the concrete wall with basins and 'Bullring' name displayed on
exterior (number 5 in the image above)?
I like the modern design
OK
Nice and simple
Great
I like it a lot.
I dig the style but does it have to be concrete?? How about some rammed earth or recycled
materials?
Positive - how many basins?
concept is ok
Basins are fine but for the love of god please please put showers inside as there are many
swimmers that would use them
Good
Good
OK
ok
good idea
I don't like it, I feel it should be given the title of Ocean baths, which I believe is its correct
name.
Pretty serviceable, but why keep a name that has no relationship to the context?
"Seems fine - again, cool opportunity for public art. There's two schools and atleast 2
preschools within 1km of the site - can we do an arts project with them (for example). Get the
community involved and build a connection with the site.
"
why?
Great idea, highlighting the name its known for. Maybe ad a little historical fact plaque of how it
became be known as the bull ring.
I like it.
Looks great.
It all looks good except that I don't like the colours - I would just like dull colours that blend in blues, greys, bone etc
"Appropriate inclusion and naming.
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Is there an opportunity to explain to visitors the origin of ""Bullring""?"
OK
fine
okay
Ok.
Great
No need for the name Bullring. It is the Forster Ocean Baths.
Good.
a much better idea as long as it is cleaned often
I like this
Alright
I’m not a fan of shared bathrooms. I think it puts people at risk especially children. It would be
better to have designated male and female toilets. For hygiene reasons and safety of all. As a
female I won’t use shared toilets as I’m paranoid that someone may have a hidden camera. It’s
more common in unisex toilets then you think just ask your local police station.
Yes as long as there is some privacy
If the colour remains on the doors to change room think it works well.
good
Like Bullring
ok
Good
Like it.
Nice
Fine. Hopefully a more innovative font being used for the lettering though.
Good
Concrete ,hot and ugly
OK
OK
Why can't we just call them TOILETS and use Brialle as well
Good. If designed as the Crescent Head facility, it will be very practical & user friendly.
OK
Good
Looks good
Needed
Excellent
Great idea
Good
great
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I like it nice touch
Good
Good
Looks good and open space it good for the weather and stuff
"I do not agree with the concept of Unisex toilet facilities. I have had some experience with
recreational area facility design and do not believe that there is adequate evidence that these
are a more efficient standard than separate male/female/handicapped facilities. You should ask
your consultants to research and provide this information.
I don't like Unisex toilets they always seem to be more dirty & smelly.
I don't like the design of this block at all. Having the toilets on that side with doors opening to
the beautiful water is very tacky let alone unhygenic - doors will be left open which will look
disgusting.
This would be much better if the block was divided into two separate areas - male & female
with entrance/exits similar to what is there now. Actual change cubicles along the ocean wall
(where design shows toilets) & toilets on the back wall. Also I think only one baby change area
is needed as many mothers I know don't use them, they rather put their own change mat on an
area nearby their picnic area or use their car.
I think the Bullring name is a good idea but not on the 'TOILET BLOCK' - maybe a sign could
be erected on the grassed area in front of the ""BULLRING"" which would be more appropriate.
Maybe your artist who is doing the signs could come up with a good design.
The BULLRING is the Ocean baths NOT the Toilet Block. Please don't degrade it.
"
Good
OKay but some slot screening for toilets and change doors is needed
What do you think of the art screening allowing for airflow and light, ensuring privacy
(number 6 in the image above)?
good
OK
Great idea to have natural lighting whilst ensuring privacy.
Great
Fine although I think the colours are too garish.
It's hard to tell in the image on the screen but if it like the bbq area then yes it's good.
Positive
again concept is ok
Art works fine
Good
Nice to use local aboriginal art
OK
ok
good idea
Finne
Great!
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"good idea - is this the same stenciled design from other structures?
The more air flow the better - the hill behind stops air flow, evaporation at the moment, risk that
this structure could be cold and damp and therefore smelly without sufficient airflow. "
great
If it is designed to have natural light from above plus ensuring airflow to help drying out and
avoiding wett area smellls , then good. Not convinced individual cubicals are the way to go. Are
there showers in the change rooms, i think some should have. Flooring is realy important a
suspended rubber matting over concrete with drainage underneath , allows for easy cleaning,
less chance of transfer of waterborn skinconditions and more confortable.
Not sure.
Good..
okay
Appropriate to site providing sufficient light enters the cubicles.
Good lighting for low visibility days and night time is essential.
fine
okay
OK.
Nice.
I suppose it's alright
Good.
very good idea having airflow which should help to keep them dry
Ok
Good
Its fine
Yes
Love it
not sure that will provide enough privacy for changing - mothers and babies and young people
Privacy is super important with the set out of these amenities. Will need super secure locks
with doors opening as the do to the main public area.
ok
👍
Great
It is impossible to see properly on this website, but I feel the art screening should mirror the
BBQ area somewhat, not quite so decoratively though maybe just a simple wave pattern if
indeed this is a metal screen like the BBQ area .
Good
Dont know
OK
OK
no comment. but you would do better getting rid of the rats
Fine.
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OK
GoodGood
Looks good
Good
Excellent
good
Good
excellent
Good
Good
Good
yeah sounds good the airflow and the lights especially for night time - make sure the toilets
don't smell
A good idea in a different design - see previous comments.
Good
This only makes front gable roof area private. Not entering or leaving toilets
What do you think of the doors painted in bright colours (number 7 in the image above)?
good - bright and modern
A bit Garish
Love love love the bright colours! It is very inviting and family friendly. We need more of this in
Forster!!
Great
I think these are too garish and it would be better if it was given a more 'natural' feel that would
compliment 8 rather than contrast with it. Perhaps visit the newly renovated Tuncurry Waste
Management Facility to see the lovely natural feel of the place.
Cool - could go one step further and get some local art on there.
Positive
adds colour but seems to not serve any other purpose; graffiti attraction? would stainless
steel/metal be better?
Fine
Good
Different. Should stand out nicely
OK
ok
like
Not too sure about all the brightness and modern design. I know it needs a serious revamp,
particularly the amenities block but is this "over the top"?
Fine. Very excellent having openings to the public doors.
"bright colours are good. Again public art/community involvement opportunity.
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* how will they look in 5 years time? very corrosive environment. Will they look ordinary when
they fade?"
good
Colors are good to have, gives a warm, positive an inviting feel. Maybe keep the range of
colors in the shades in keeping with the aboriginal artwork
Good idea if kept fresh and well maintained.
Okay.
I don't like the bright colours
"Highly appropriate.
Will the doors have sufficient clearance to promote airflow an minimize moisture accumulation?
Obviously privacy is the trade off but I believe both can be achieved. "
OK
great
I think it looks terrible. The building should blend into bushland setting.
Ok.
Good
OK
Different colours will make maintaenance more expensive.Are the colours similar to Mid Coast
Coucils's colour theme.?
Yes it gives the place a happy look
Ok
Nice
Inviting
Yes nice bright colors are very inviting
Great.
good
Yes
tacky
Love it
👍👍
Inviting
I do not like. There is an overuse of colours. With the colours of the surrounding structures
included, (which they must be taken into account as a colour) is is becoming too busy.
Too bright needs to blend in with surrounding beauty
OK
Don’t like
no comment. but you would do better getting rid of the rats
Not necessary. Not practical colours.
Not a fan prefer something that would blend in with surroundings
Good
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Looks good
The colours might fade or get dated
Excellent
Not good. Once again i would prefer to see all the one colour reflecting the sand,ocean or
vegetation. the bright colours are unpleasant and detract from the area's natural beauty
Good
Magic
Good
Good
Not sure that i like the doors
Yeah i think it would look good as long a people don't vandalize it
"Silly idea. Council needs to get the design correct and not focus on pretty features instead of
practical.
Also the multi colours begin to take away a bit from the coastal feel. Two different shades of
coastal blues would look better but not on those doors where they are.
"
Good - which are the male and female toilets and change areas?
Colours are nice and bright
What do you think of the timber look cladding (number 8 in the image above)?
love this
Good
It works in well with the natural and coastal look of Forster.
Great
Beautiful. As Forster is renowned for its natural beauty I believe this is something that should
be emphasised in the design and colours used in this project.
Cool - modern
Positive
seems ok
Fine
Good
Ok i guess
high maintenance
ok
Timber look, but weather reisitant?
OK
Very 'architectural' but hardly serviceable. I've watched the graffiti response painter
indiscriminately splash paint about on a flat concrete wall near the pool - what would his
response be to graffiti on clear wooden slats? What is the life span of clear finishes? (12
months?) Pretty, but a no brainer!
ok- no probs.
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great
Again timber is great to give a relaxed , comfortable and modern feel.
No opinion.
Nice
looks good
"Appearance of cladding is fine.
Will it be non combustible? Alternatively, it be sufficiently high from ground level to reduce risk
of fire damage?"
OK
great
This looks okay as long as doors blend with the timber.
"Ok.
Will it be vandal proof?"
Nice, but will need to be well maintained
OK
Good.
once again good taste modern look
Ok
Nice, how will it go with salty environment?
Modern
Yes OK
Great.
good
Yes
use real timber
Like it.
Modern looks great
I like it. As long it is durable (maybe it is not wood?) and will not fade.
Good
ok
OK
OK
The sea air will play havock with it
Good.
OK
Good
Looks good
As long as the wood is treated well it will look good
Excellent
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I would prefer a green so it seemed to settle in with the bushland behind.
Good
Great
Good
Good
Very good
Yeah good for privacy
These look fine -see previous comments
Good - Is it waterproof for removal of graffiti?
OK so long as it retains its colouring
What do you think of the three toilets/change rooms – One will have additional features
such as grab-rails to help people with limited mobility (number 9 in the image above)?
excellent
Only Marginally Better than the inadequate facilities that replaced adequate ones at Blackhead
beach!
Great idea, although will any of these rooms have a shower? Its beneficial for those using the
baths daily before or after work to have a shower before they head off to work.
Great
Fine
Fine
I don't think this is enough facilities
at busy times there is a need for more than 3 loos for everyone
Really honestly have you been listening to the public showers inside are desperately needed
many many many people use the pool in winter as well and heated even better
Good
Big improvement on current facilities
OK
As a user of walker there is not enough rooms for disadvantaged people
good
Good
The exaggerated area given to families could be reduced & the individual 'cells' increased similarly designed but constructed facilities at Black Head are hopeless when used as change
rooms. Re 9 - is this space compliant?
"ok
Is this a reduction in number of toilets on site at the moment?
"
not sure will be enough if individual change rooms
"As mentioned before, not sure individual cubicals are the way to go. An open plan design, with
some partitions for shower, and cubicals for toilets, with male and female areas seperate. I
know this has probably been designed with unisex in mind, but lets face it , the hygiene habits
are diffirent. And unless the unisex model is kept very clean everyday, looking and smelling
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fresh, i might still be a deterrent for some to use them. I am a male and very rarely like going to
public male toilets because they are not clean, and smell awfull. Maybe put up hospital grade
disinfection dispensers/ antiabcterial vipes for the toilets.
Having been voted the best tourist town ,it would also be a taking point if it was known for
having the cleanest public toilets."
"Not a fan of unisex toilets in public places. A mobility access toilet has been a long time need.
"
Good idea..
Looks good
"Toilets/change rooms look small on plan but no doubt they comply with standards.
Shower facilities exist outside, please do not be persuaded to install them inside."
Servicing and hygiene is important for these types of facilities.
fine
Not enough toilets for the number of people using them. when people are using the
toilets as a change room , where do people go to the toilet? To use the toilet as a change room
is very unhygienic and would become bedlum in the summer holidays
"What will the floor made of?
Non-slippery surface & easy to clean?
"
Not nearly enough toilets … especially if these toilets are unisex and at holiday time.
Change rooms are completely inadequate for the number of people using the pool in peak
holiday season. Note that there are no showers shown on drawings.
Disabled access and family change table good.. Dimensions not shown but they appear very
small.
I think there could have been one more as in holiday times it gets very busy. I think having
disable toilets is essential by law
They look too small
Good
"Might be worth consulting with an OT to meet all disability needs. A full disability wet room
would be beneficial. We have a large disability population in this area.
What other disability friendly options have you considered. Beach buggy. Disability sand mats
etc"
Yes mobility grab rail is a must with plenty of privacy
If possible a bigger toilet/change room facility.
yes good
There must be showers in this changeroom facility...hot and cold showers for locals and visitors
alike...an essential !
OK
ok
I think it may be abit dangerous with kids being so close to the road going to the toilet
Good
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Any hot or cold showers? Some people need and require full privacy and cannot use the
outdoor ones. Also think of child protection. Families require privacy showers also
I passionately dislike them especially for the safety of vunerable children. Unisex toilets are
abhorrent and unnecessary. There is enough scope within the building footprint to allow for rearrangement to separate facilities to Male & Female maybe with just one parental change
room.
To small need to be a least double the size
ok
Regarding the use of these as change rooms as well as toilets is problematic. How often will
they be cleaned? Without regular cleaning, as in a number of times a day, the chances are that
they will become undesirable to use as change rooms. Just being realistic. The present toilets
testify to this!
I would like to see anindoor shower so that swimmers can be removed and sand, weed etc
washed off
good
Change rooms should be larger and have male & female designations.
OK
I don’t think it is enough, we’re are the showers????
Looks good - like the idea of the grab rails for us older people.
Needed
Excellent
Very good, it is pleasing to see change areas incorporated into the toilet area
Good
Great idea
Good
Okay, but it would be good to have hot showers saying this it does create problems with
campers using the facility
I am not sure on having a change room and toilet together. It would constantly need a grate to
separate the toilet area from the change area. The change area should have some hooks and
perhaps a fold down shelf.
Yeah i think that would be good for people who need it
"Separate male/female facilities should include a change area. Rails and other features should
be to the current standards required for handicapped/mobility persons.
"
Good - 1 where re the internal showers especially for the wheelchair accessible toilet? 2. are
there urinals for men in the toilets?
In your design all three toilets are not suitable for a wheelchair confined person. If you are
asking them to use your parent change room this also is not suitable for hygiene reasons. In
most cases para or quadriplegia need their own area for their needs. I do know this as i have a
paraplegia granddaughter. It also needs some screens for privacy especially to protect small
children.
What do you think of the two family/accessible toilets with fold up baby change facility
(number 10 in the image above)?
good, this is something I would use
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OK
Great idea for families.
Great
Good
Thank goodness!! Yes
Positive
a definite plus
Good
Not sure if really needed..most parents change little ones outside on a towel
Good
ok
Good
As above - too large for their intended purpose.
more baby change facilities is a good thing.
good idea might need bins for dirty nappies. people are too lazy to take them less than 50 m
now
Family change rooms are great, would always use them wherever possible when the kids were
small. Possibly have a small shower inside them as well.
Its needed..
good
"Family accessibility is important here.
I feel as undesirable and costly as it may be there must be convenient facility for nappy
disposal, preferably not inside the cubicle but nearby with appropriate, discrete signage inside
the cubicle."
Can you please include a bench seat that is away from the toilet and bin. Most parents often
have two or more children and need somewhere clean for them to wait while mum/dad etc.
change baby.
fine
people would use these instead of the toilets as they are bigger. People who are old need a
seat to sit on when getting changed.
Ok.
Great for mums, hygiene and safety.
OK
As above, family friendly but no shaower available so disabled and families can't complete their
showering and dressing and toileting in one private place.
Yes much needed for families with babies
They are a better size.
Good
They seem to have everything needed
Yes a must
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Great
yes good
Great idea to have family toilet
ok
Excellent
Great. Again is there private showers available. Child protection is a must.
As above I think one is enough.
To small
ok
Regarding the use of these as change rooms as well as toilets is problematic. How often will
they be cleaned? Without regular cleaning, as in a number of times a day, the chances are that
they will become undesirable to use as change rooms.
It’s always possible to change a Baby on a blanket on the grass. Disabled access to toilets
important.
good
Good.
OK
Good
Like it
Appropriate
Excellent excellent excellent
also very good
Good
Nicely planned
Very Good
Good
Very good
Yeah i think that would be great and a good idea for children and babies
"A good idea in an appropriately designed facility.
Please see my previous comments - I think one of these is sufficient.
"
Good - where are the internal showers? eg. Tuncurry rock pool and cape hawk surf club?
I do no agree with toilets and change rooms being unisex easy solution swap a toilet and
change to accommodate this. E.g remain with ladies/gents setup. My answer to family
accessible change facility make one this and the other disability toilets. A disability toilet is a
norm for other people constructing why not council?
What do you think of the two changing rooms (number 11 in the image above)?
good
Totally inadequate during the peak Tourist Season, There should be a minimum of five change
rooms with a shower!
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Great idea!
Great
They seem a bit small
Only two? Really? Add some more.
Need more than 3 of each
again, in busy times and or inclement weather 2 will not be enough; current change areas can
be quite busy at these times.
"Need at least 2 showers in there as many many people want them please listen to the public
on this as your track record of listening to the needs of the community is very very poor
"
Good
????
OK
ok
good
Fine
Great, but too small & nowhere near enough for the number of people using them - compare
this area with the current facilities. The storage area could be off-site.
"Would prefer central change rooms. This is currently the only water-front space in
Forster/Tuncurry which has centralised change rooms which includes space and pegs to leave
clothes/gear (eg like at a gym). Cape Hawke Surf club and main beach (north) change rooms
don't have this.
Without this, then users just leave their clothes/gear on the grass. This is fine if you're there for
a day at the beach, but if using the site for exercise (like I generally do) I would prefer
somewhere to hang my workshirt, pants etc.
Also, the site regularly gets used by school groups - two change rooms is insufficient. Actually,
two unisex change rooms is probably insufficient for the site's current use regardless of school
group usage. "
good
I think i covered my thoughts on that design
Are the 2 change room just cubicle size? If so, this is inadequate particularly with groups using
the pool such as schools.
Nice..
good
"Adequate. Any congestion is short lived.
A very positive feature of the precinct is its openness, allowing discrete but adequate
supervision of minors.
"
OK
fine. showers incl not possible?
Is this a male and female toilet block, or is there going to be two blocks?
Undecided.
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Not nearly enough.. The population will be lining up - especially at holiday time.
Ridiculous.
Again, they appear to be very small. How big is the bench? Are their hooks on the wall for
clothing etc.?
I think there should be one or two more
Too small! I am a competitive ocean swimmer and we are used to large change rooms. I would
like to see indoor showers perhaps with the option of hot water via token available.
Good
Fine
Not enough I think that there is a need for more privacy change rooms
Great idea, but think should be more toilets and change rooms.
good
"Must have indoor showers, hot and cold for all people to use.
S h o w e r s....indoors"
Ok
ok
Not enough, and they look small, where are the showers?
Great as long as there is also private showers in there also
Again, as above and separate to Male & Female sides
To small
ok
With just two small change rooms (taking regard for what I've said above), how will this cope in
holidays seasons? How often cleaned?
Would like to see a shower in there
good
They should be larger and seperate genders.
Maybe more needed
Not enough people can take to long & two isn’t enough.
Like it
Not sure it is needed but others might disagree
Excellent
Good - it means a parent with a few children to change can be safely done in the one area
Good
Good
Two more change rooms - i dont think two is enough
Good but not sure - i would prefer the change rooms to have a shower.
Yeah that would be good so we don't have to change in front of people for those who are shy
"as above.
please see my previous comments on this toilet/change room design.
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I do not like this proposed design at all."
"Good - which are the male and female?
Young children use these facilities and where are the internal showers especially for privacy for
the children? "
Have given my reason for swapping a toilet and change room. This building is for everyone and
should accommodate the usually available setup. Gents and ladies separated.
Additional features
A new outdoor shower will be placed between the amenities and barbecue area. What
ideas do you have regarding a new shower (number 12 in the image above)?
good as long as there is more than 1
OK
Fantastic! We definitely need a shower facility. Although will there only be the one? Will there
be private shower area?
Great
That is good as often that is all that people need at the end of their swim.
At least 4 shower heads. There's always a line up. Also they need to be side by side rather
than all off the one pole. Personal space and all...
There needs to be some privacy screens included - like the screens you are considering for the
shelters. Unfortunately, a number of parents shower their children and they are exposed to any
one who is in the area
signage re restricting water usage especially during hotter months and more than 1 shower
(currently there are 2 on the one stand) is definitely needed
Why outdoor really makes no sense put at least 2 inside that is crazy
More shower head than current one.
"Multi-headed shower in centre of circular concrete base, with high & low shower heads for
kids.
"
The taps are too low for the foot washers for disadvantaged as they require bending over while
attempting to balance
Do you wn=ant a shower next to where people are eating
Fine, lots of people use outdoor showers.
Fine.
"no probs with shower.
Need a system to easily clean out sand buildup underneath the shower (eg modified version of
Collendina park showers)"
good
Looks to be wise placement, maybe ad a seperate shower stand near the pump in platform, at
the sea side end of the bull ring, to use for the many that use the bullring for exercise.
Still no private showers planned?
Perfect spot..
looks good, no special ideas
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"Outlets of varying heights.
Outlets and taps to be fixed to a screen rather than concrete wall. A screen would blend with
the screening elsewhere.
Sand accumulation is an issue to be resolved - no help here!"
OK
none
okay
Ok.
If the existing shower/s are being removed perhaps we could have two or three showers in this
spot, with good plumbing.
OK
"Outdoor showers only, is unacceptable . For families, the elderly, swimmers on their way to
work there is no privacy or convenience. Experience tells me that it is impossible to rid
swimming costumes of weed, sand etc from the Bullring without taking said costumes off. At
least one hot shower / change room is needed.Many of us swim allyaer in the bullring and hot
showers would be much appreciated.
Hot showers can be solar heated , time limited and funded by users using tokens, swipe cards
or any of the myriad of technologies available today. These unisex combined
toilet/shower/change room are prevalent in new developments elsewhere . I've personally used
them in many parts of Australia"
Just needs a better flooring as the one there is very old
The option of hot water via coin or token in the indoor showers. Cold water is fine for outside
showers.
"My main concern is the up grade for the amenities.
I cannot believe that provision has not been made for the installation of hot showers. Even if
they are coin operated. This also could contribute to a Duty of Care for stings etc as well as to
provide decent water facilities for the elderly and local people who use it every day especially in
winter.
We have been asking for these facilities when the first proposal was put forward and it appears
that all the suggestions put forward by local swimming groups have been totally ignored by
council planners, typical!!!
"
That’s what I couldn’t see. Now that I see they’re there I’ll go.
This area is known for bees and can making using these showers impossible at times.
Shower is too close to BBQ and food area. There is no privacy, I do think the showers should
be more private
Great idea.
"yes to having an outdoor shower but also needed is indoor shower and heated.
check other sites ie
1. Shell Harbour Village outdoor ocean pool has indoor heated shower
2. indoor shower at Terrigal main beach area
3. indoor showers at Forster main beach area "
Must have indoor showers as well as outdoors
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Will the showers be warm water? Winter swimmers would appreciate a warm shower and
indoor showers. I need to go to work following my swim, as I live out of town, and need privacy
to shower properly and get dressed in my work clothes.
4 person shower not just usual 2
should be multiple showers and some of them close to the carpark as presently.
Ok, same place as old shower?
Have like the ones at broadbeach QLD where its on a wooden deck with 2 showers, 2 seperate
foot taps and a drinking tap.
Good idea, more than one is required as line ups constantly occur and as long as the existing
shower closer to the beach is retained as it is a fair walk across to the other proposed new one
if coming from the beach.
How many showers need at least four
ok
The present shower area is far enough back that it doesn't get sun until later in the morning, in
Summer but especially so in Winter. It looks like it is now going to be even further in the
shade?
I would like to see an enclosed shower so that I can undress under the shower
are you adding solar to the showers.I cannot see them
As it is now, there should be two outdoor showers.
OK
I think an outdoor shower is good but I think you also need a couple of indoor showers as
someone who uses this area a lot during the week I have a shower then go to work it would be
good to have an indoor shower.
Needed
Excellent
Similar to what we have now is fine
Good
Being a person that uses the pool for swimming and exercise all year round I think a coin
operated hot shower inside would be more beneficial especially during winter months
Indoor shower would be very handy
3 double showers with a wind screen
A good idea to have the outdoor shower but its position may be best as close as possible to the
change rooms as the paved area may be useful for general use
no - hot and cold maybe
"Outdoor showers are a necessity. The design should be different to the existing and also the
ones at One Mile Beach. These are too congested for peak use times.
There doesn't seem to be enough room in this location, plus they should be further away from
the 'alfresco' area."
Good - need indoor showers in the change rooms and wheelchair accessible toilet and change
room
Taps to turn off after a certain time so there is little waste of water
A new retaining wall will need to be constructed to accommodate the footprint of the
new buildings. The specific design and position of this wall will be determined in the
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detailed design stage. Do you have any comments regarding the new retaining wall
(number 13 in the image above)?
A nice sandstone wall would look appropriate.
No.
No comments
No
Yes - if it is a visible wall why not use to showcase local art - or tell the story of the Bullring
(history etc). Make it an interesting wall.
Natural block wall/ block sandstone - hard wearing material
built similar to the current (of wood) it provides extra seating in busy times which is handy
Yep
No comments
To blend in with the bush behind.
no
ok
Re previous comments - why does the bbq area need to be so large & elsewhere? The present
facilities work well - their position allows parents & supervisors to watch toddlers in the pool in
shade.
No.
As mentioned before in the bbq area have it so it can be used, or if not, then high enough so
people don't dump/drop rubbish on the other side, to avoid extra cleaning expenses.
No comment
sounds okay
Round poles and sleepers are cost effective. They blend with the backdrop, allow minor soil
movement and allow drainage during high rainfall periods.
A handball safe area for kids that is away from the water's edge could be good. The concrete
block wall might be a useful feature.
no
okay
No.
"Perhaps in brick to match the existing retaining walls.
(Can the existing retaining walls be guernied to give them a clean?}"
I would if you'd given us details
Fine
No as long as it have seating connected
A retaining wall is definitely needed good one
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Maybe a timber style finish.
no all ok
no
No
As long as its done properly and the moisture from the land behind doesnt cause the wall to
deteriorate
It is necessary. No problems.
No
What about the bush
No
I would like to see minimal damage to the vegetation
How do you plan to stop the dozens of rats descending the area after the sunset lights go on .
This area that you speak of is infested with them and then people eat off the BBQS
It requires good drainage so as water from the hill behind does not run into the toilet / picnic
facilities as it does now.
What will it be constructed of ???
No
It would be nice to have it made up o either stones or wooden sleepers
Good
No
no comment
ok
Something attractive and low maintenance
no
Where ever it is located the drainage needs to be properly designed and then maintained.
Engineering requirement - cannot see number 13 in image provided
no answer
The existing barbecue area will be removed to create a larger open green space. There
are no current plans to do additional works in this space, however do you have any
comments on the use of this space in the future? (Number 14 in the image above).
A shaded area here might be good, maybe some shade sales or a more permanent structure.
Sounds OK.
Not currently
"Playground
"
Green space is always good.
The space needs shade - plant some more trees. Or add some lounging chairs here...?
Open shelter- built in same design as the other with no seating. Grass or compressed soft
surface for sun protection; gathering area for school groups who regularly visit the are
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some sort of overhead shade facility for people sitting watching the pool activities especially
during hotter months; there is very little shade anywhere in the area and trying to put umbrellas
into the ground is a lost cause most times.
Yep
Some trees to shade from afternoon sun is needed.
children's playground
I would suggest removing the tree in the south western corner as it only attracts sulpher
crested and black cockatoos and they forage on the trees for the seed pods and make it unsafe
for footing when alighting from the vehicle
Perhaps shade sails
Not really, a shame it's being demolished as it hasn't been there very long, not like the toilet
block.
Don't move it - upgrade it as well as the bbq awning on the ex facility closer to the road.
"Put a big tree in that will grow and create shade in the future. Put another one in the middle of
the existing big grass space (in front of the current toilets).
It looks like the near bbq shelter might knock down one of only two shade trees in the park at
the moment.
The new roof structure = significant increase in hard surface. Will this create any issues for
stormwater flowing into the pool (or is stormwater being directed to street)?"
will be good as long as no big exercise groups use it
Yes leave or upgrade the shelter, or if not make that the casual rest area/ casual seating, or
alfresco. With the climate going the way it is, shelter will be become a primium, even maybe put
a cabana over the various seating on the grass areas that are there now.
That's good we need more grass area to sun bake..
Open green space sounds good
"Too shaded for grass?
The hardwood platforms near existing BBQ area are well used. More of these will allow crowd
dispersion and close by supervision of pool. "
Maybe some shade covers in sporadic locations please. Not everyone like melanoma...
no
"The need for more toilets and change rooms have not been met in this plan.
green space is good, you need shade areas as well."
Keep the overhead cover. Protection from the sun & other weather problems.
Nice grassy lawn.
In winter there is only 1 light on the northern end, neat the power box.As many of us swim from
6am we are in the dark in winter and would love a light on the northern end of the bullring near
the pump. At present we swim in the dark which is unpleasant and unsafe.
Just some nice shading such as trees
Exersize stations?
Gas BBQs water for cleaning
Shade the area.
no comment
Not to be used for bootcamps.
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no
Some shelter for lap swimmers, for putting gear when it rains, would be great. Needs to be
within sight of the pool for security.
Maybe shade cloths in bright colours to make it inviting plus sun protection
No. With the exception of a shade structure.
More seats as people like to relax and take in the view
Leave it people want green space
No
No
How do you plan to stop the dozens of rats descending the area after the sunset lights go on .
This area that you speak of is infested with them and then people eat off the BBQS
More tables and seats for picnicers.
More uncovered seating would be good, not everyone is afraid of the sun and it is easier for
elderly people to sit on a chair than on the ground
Why a larger open green space? The people need shade, there is definitely not enough
shade. Some shade sails are needed in quite a few open space green areas of lawn - t's just
bare! We usually take our fold up chairs but there's no place to put them as there's no shade
apart from the tree near the street and it fills up pretty quickly
A bigger space would be preferable
No, i would wait and see how it all looks first
Good
Yes some for exercise equipment eg chin up bars incline ramps for sit ups and blocks for calf
raises etc
More shade in the way of small trees would be lovely and much need for families with small
children.
no comment
I think the grass area could be improved and some trees or shade put in the area
no
"The new barbeque area should cover the same footprint as the existing one. It could be
enlarged to accommodate the tables proposed and some of the bbq's.
It appears that it will be difficult to keep grass cover on this area given the aspect and
vegetation/ canopy cover behind it. This would also give a decent buffer zone between the
toilet/change area & the food prep/cooking & Eating area."
Shade over area and pavers for wheelchair and special needs
no answer
Do you have any final comments on the proposed improvements to the Forster Ocean
Baths?
Fantastic that this is happening. The current old toilets are an embarrassment and this space
could be so much more than it is currently.
The proposed amenities block may work for present usage but will be totally inadequate to
service the increasing numbers in the future.
"This is a brilliant idea for the Forster/Tuncurry and wider community.
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The Ocean baths definitely need an upgrade to become more inviting and appealing. It will be
a great asset during the tourist season and also to the younger generations who frequent the
area. Thank you MIDCOAST Council"
When I was there recently, I saw a couple with the man pushing his wife in a wheelchair. He
was able to push her down to the accessible area but then access was impeded by a step that
prevented him from pushing her to the rest of the concreted area that then runs along to the
ocean. The lady was keen to get to the other end of the baths area but was not able to do so. I
am not sure if this would be able to be rectified with these works? It would be beneficial if this
could occur.
It looks great. A few extra shade trees on the grassed areas.
Positive improvement on the area
no mention of upgrading the pumping systems or extending the pump intake pipes so they can
be run for longer periods, maybe using solar power based on the new roof tops being built,
thus getting better circulation of the pool water on a constant basis all year round which is
BADLY needed
Absolutely need indoor showers, for goodness sake please listen to the people
Hurry up!
As stated.this area definitely needs some shade from afternoon sun. .
pool needs to be cleaned more frequently than monthly - at least fortnightly as is done during
the summer holidays.
"I would have thought it was more important to clean the pool and observe hygiene before
these cosmetic changes were made --------blue green algae is blooming otherwise why is there
so much slime on the ramp , walls and under the pump inlet.
I would have thought that the water should be changed at least weekly and more often in peak
use age times ; i learnt to swim in this pool seventy years ago and little has changed in that
time ,when the flush created with big tides changes the water , at the moment a lot of minor
high tides does not do this "
Good progress.
I note that there are no suggestions for improvement to the actual swimming area.
Could someone please render the broken retaining wall at the ocean end of the pool & paint it an obvious eyesore. Couldn't a smicker arrrangement be had for the stainless steel barrier(s) in
the same vicinity? The facility is awesome as it is - toilets & change facilities obviously needing
attention.
"Good that there's an opportunity to comment.
I'm probably in the minority regarding my comments around usage and change rooms. But
getting rid of the change room setup would be a real pain in the bum for me personally.
Making it more user friendly in this regard could however increase this sort of usage, which
would increase usage of the facility outside of peak times (ie winter). Which is good for the
nearby commercial site. "
great not sure enough toilets/ change rooms
"Well , i especially like that you can snorkel at the far end and find a little eco system of fish,
shellfish ,mollusks, a great calm and safe area for kids to interact with nature, swimming or
snorkeling amongst quiet large fish sometimes.
Otherwise with the new facilities, keeping it clean must be a real priority."
Bubbler for drink water would be good..
I think it is all very good, but I wish some of the money would be used to improve the flow of
water around the baths as the present flow is not adequate to refresh the baths, and also that
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the baths could be cleaned more often, weekly during the six weeks over Christmas, and at
least fortnightly during all the rest of summer as well as November, March and April. Every
three weeks or possibly monthly at other times, and maybe this is being done at present.
"The hard surfaces in the immediate pool surrounds are pas their use by date. I strongly
believe they need to be revamped.
Looking forward to enjoying these much needed improvements. "
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE include 2 or more CCTV security cameras in key areas to ensure
public safety! You may also wish to include some basic first aid and DRSABC posters nearby
considering this is a pool. Maybe even a tethered buoyancy device for emergency use.
great initiative. unsure of the proposed roofing? if it is all weather, could it be possible to
consider adding solar panels?
" the toilet and change room facilities in this plan are less than we have at present. Over
Christmas New Year , Forster population grows to around 60,000 mainly families who use the
pool ,beach and ocean facilities.
The proposed plan is inadequate to meet these needs"
An improved pumping system for the pool.
Think BIG - our population is growing. We don't want to end up with an area that is out-ofdate/too small by the time it is finished.
A pity that you appear to have had the design carried out by someone who really is out of touch
We like the upgrade to the BBQ area but find the toilet/shower and change rooms design
disappointing. Incorporating unisex combined shower/change room with at least one hot
shower is badly needed and would be beneficial to the whole community of users especially
families, the elderly and winter daily swimmers. This should be achieved with little extra cost.
No just that the project is well overdue
More lighting especially on the ocean end of the pool for winter swimmers who utilise the pool
early morning before work.
I agree in Principle re the new developments but can you PLEASE take into consideration the
suggestions put forward by the previous submissions - ie lighting at the ocean end of the pool,
the need for hot showers as well as cold and the improvements in the change room facilities.
"Needed doing for a while.
Well done. "
Let’s get right the first time and remember inclusion for everyone. Families, elderly, people with
disabilities
Yes I would like to see more PRI ate shower/change rooms and more of these, so no waiting
and privacy needed, wheelchair access for all areas and grabrails.
need to have indoor showers and heated - use solar heating
The water becomes very dirty quickly. Can we have more cleaning? Please install indoor
showers for convenient use - hot and cold. INDOOR as well as outdoors. This is important for
diverse range of people
Need appropriate lighting. During day light savings it can be quite dark at the end of the pool,
and it is difficult to see other swimmes and the ends of the pool.
Bring it on. Toilets are awful.
Overall looks like everyone will enjoy it and it’s excellent that it’s accessible to disabled people
"Need internal showers!
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A shelter for swimmers gear next to the lap area of tbe pool would be great. Solar panels??
Solar Hot water??"
Indoor privacy showers hot or cold. This is a must for all users.
I, and many local residents are concerned about the need for assurance that NO parking will
be lost from the site. That parking that is currently existing is maintained in the same location
and not changed in any way shape of form regardless of the time frame of any future works or
stages. It should have been addressed as part of the overall Forster Ocean Baths Upgrade
Stage 1 and not separated off. Too many people use and need the proximity of parking at the
baths every day. We feel as residents and ratepayers we have not been listened to on the
Parking issues from the outset of this Main Beach Upgrade
Would be good to have a large clock to see the time and some lighting so people could swim to
9pm
People come to Forster for the natural beauty of the area please dont spoil it
"My main concern is that with the new toilet/change building it is creating a large number of
small spaces that will be more difficult to keep clean and appealing. And considering the
general state of the present facilities, it is probable that it won't get the cleaning it needs.
How do the current change rooms fall down?
One big room, badly ventilated, limited outside light, poorly drained (making it more difficult to
hose out/clean).
How does this compare with the new plan?
Lots of little rooms, seems to be badly ventilated (the walls go all the way to the floor, doors fill
the doorway), limited outside light (the walls go all the way to the floor, doors fill the doorway,
big roof overhang at front blocking even more light to the gratings at top of the walls, nestled
right back into the hill meaning limited light from behind), poorly drained (walls go all the way to
the floor - can they be effectively hosed out? Is there a reasonable slope on the floor?).
From the plans, there doesn't seem to be much improvement on what is already there. The
only benefit seems to be the provision of a bit more privacy, at the cost of being harder to keep
adequately pleasant and clean.
At present, myself, I prefer to go to the toilet/shower/change area instead inside of BeachBums
- even though it is stacked with BeachBum's stuff. Open top (gives good ventilation, light) but
the walls block the wind which is the true problem. As a result it feels non-threatening (plenty of
light), smells OK and is useable all year round.
I certainly have no concept of what are the best options in providing change facilities and toilets
at beaches, but this doesn't seem to much of an improvement on the current setup - if only it
was cleaned more regularly."
I would like to have a facility to take my swimming costume off while under the shower.
Get rid of your rat infestation..Get the council to have a night time BBQ there.. They won't eat
there a second time believe me
Leave everything else as it is as it is beautiful & unique, with plenty of grass areas.
A well needed update, done the right way it should be great
The pool gets really dirty if you are going to spend all this money on the surrounding area you
should clean the pool more often I swim in the pool at lest 4 times a week & it gets really
disgusting it can stink once a month cleaning is not enough. Take a leaf out of other council
pool they clean theirs more often.
MORE SHADED AREAS please please. It's such a beautiful spot, but it's bare with not enough
shade from the relenting sun. My husband has a lot of skin cancerous areas on his skin and
cannot sit in the sun!
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I would suggest that the baths are cleaned up - remove the seaweed and the coral/rocks.
"Long overdue in the town & this new infrastructure will be pleasing to both locals & tourists.
The public toilets in this town are long overdue for an upgrade "
Yes regarding the Sheoak at the north street corner. I would like to see it pruned on the left
hand side (looking from the street towards the baths) to more closely match the right hand side
of the tree. At the moment it looks very unbalanced. Indeed that tree could actually be removed
as it constantly makes such a mess from falling leaves.
Good
To run water exercise classes first aid and water safety classes for expecting mothers and
family and members of the community.
I have been coming to this area for many years. I now have adult children who will continue to
use the facilities and Holiday in Forster. We all agree trees would be lovely if planted or shade
past area 14 on the plan. It is currently an underused area.
"improvement of water quality is needed straight away without delay.
How many outdoor showers are they going to have and will there be a wind break around
them.
I have lived here from forty years and a local builder. i swim every morning 340 days a year at
this facility.
i am concerned about water quality being an ocean bath it does not get flushed out enough and
there is weed left in the corner and it pollutes this water. "
no
no
"The upgrade proposal is a great idea. It needs to focus on the practical improvements first
then include the modern design concepts to support this. We were told at the open day on site
that the 2 barbeques/ shelter near the road were not included in this plan. Surely this position
can be reviewed as it is within the Bull Ring site - at least upgrade the shelter to be the same
as the new shelter.
As this proposal will provide all new facilities I assume that there is a requirement for
stormwater management structures/raingarden consistent with council requirements for
developments."
"Wonderful to enhance this very popular family area for local residents and our increasing
tourists. Hopefully it will cater for the next fifty years. Plan for the future not just today.
Shade area needed over picnic area created from the current BBQ area. See number 14 in
image. 2)play area eg water fountain for the children. "
Good concept just needs some ideas to be rethought. Think ideas are good but amenities
block needs to be large to accommodate the tourists year round and design fine tunes.
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Appendix 2 - Submissions

Great to see Midcoast Council has implemented a Masterplan for the Main Beach area
of Forster - I really think that this section of town COULD be the hub, and an upgrade
to the beach area would revitalise the CBD.
I think it is important to look to other popular tourist destinations for inspiration at this
area - think Byron Bay, Port Mac Town Green, Burleigh Beach, etc - all have grassed
areas, parks for children/families, wooden benches to sit or lay on, concreted
pathways with public gym equipment or water refill stations, and more - perhaps even
a small stage area for live music by the water.
I think there is a large section in the middle of the road which serves no purpose - it's
just a large grass median strip/triangle which could be removed - parking could be the
same as currently, but moved back from the walkway to allow for expansion and
creation of a 'public area'. Perhaps a consideration of a 'one way' section from Beach
Bums to the Sicilian, where people can drive one way, park, and then drive out - the
area should be less about cars and more about public space and encouragement to
use the area.
More grassland is required as currently it is a bit of a concrete jungle. Widening of the
footpath to allow riders, runners and possibly even weekend main beach markets?
There is a HUGE opportunity to expand this section and make it the hub of Forster keen to see this space and get involved!

Please undertake more frequent cleaning of the pool. I had visitors 2 days after Feb
cleaning who walked down for a dip, return to say that they would not swim there as to
them it was sub-standard. I still happily used the pool, but towards the next date for
cleaning, it was pretty yuk.

Hello Sarah,
As discussed, I am forwarding an email on proposed changes to the ocean baths on behalf
of the Friends of the Ocean Baths. I would appreciate an acknowledgement that you have
received these comments.
Cheers Stan Day.
“Thank you for the opportunity to make a comment about the proposed changes to the
dressing sheds and toilet facilities at the Forster Ocean Baths. I make these comments on
behalf of members of the Friends of the Ocean Baths group. Our president Grahame Burns
has already made a personal submission but has endorsed these comments.
We appreciate the efforts of Council in gaining grant funding and commencing work on these
much needed upgrades.
As you will be aware, these facilities are an important facility in the community and are widely
used by locals as well as tourists. They are particular suitable to families with young children.
The baths are used daily by many regular swimmers starting from about 6am until
sunset. Even in winter months, the baths are used daily and especially on Sunday mornings
by the Forster Mudcrabs Group with up to 30 members.
Many times during the day there as many as 6 or 8 people in the men’s dressing shed and
probably a similar number of women in their dressing shed. In summer and especially during
the Christmas/New Year and Easter holidays, there are many more users. We understand
that these Easter Holidays resulted in a record number of visitors and this was evident in the
some hundreds of people using the ocean baths over the nearly two week period.
The proposed facilities are will cater for considerably less swimmers as the change facilities
are dramatically reduced. The present toilets are very sub-standard and any efforts to
replace these are warranted. As for the change rooms, these are antiquated but functional.
The present large and open dressing rooms will be replaced with 7 individual cubicles, some
of which double as toilets. The use of 2 of the 7 proposed cubicles as toilet/change rooms
and 1 as an ambient toilet will significantly reduce their availability and vastly increase the
waiting time for people wishing to change clothing. This will leave only 4 cubicles as change
rooms/partial change rooms for a large and increasing number of swimmers.
The toilet/change facilities at the Tuncurry Rock Pool consist of 2 change rooms which also
double as indoor showers. This results in the change rooms being occupied by single users
for considerable periods. This is frustrating to other users and generally results in male
swimmers either not changing or else changing in public under towels. This is not a
desirable practice with visitors and especially children in the vicinity. This situation is likely to
be duplicated in the Forster Ocean Pool area as the current change rooms are much more
widely used than Tuncurry, but the new composite change rooms/toilets are only marginally
bigger than Tuncurry.
We consider that the Council should revisit the proposed change rooms and toilets and look
to provide more open use change facilities. The use of unisex toilet cubicles is
supported. The Council will only get limited opportunity to provide these facilities and the
must get it right this time.
With the natural increase in the population together with further high-rise accommodation in
the vicinity of the pool, there will be more and more people using the facilities. In the past 20
years or so that I have been using the pool, I have noticed a very big increase in the
numbers of daily swimmers, even in the winter months.
We are happy to meet with Council offers to discuss these matters if appropriate.

Stan Day,
Executive Officer on behalf of the Friends of the Ocean Baths.”

27 April 2019
201/50-54 North Street
FORSTER NSW 2428
The General Manager
MidCoast Council
4 Breese Parade
FORSTER NSW 2428
Dear Sir,
RE FORSTER MAIN BEACH OCEAN BATHS FACILITIES UPGRADE
Reference is made to recent “Have Your Say” documentation regarding this project
Thank you for asking for submissions from the community.
Following are my comments and submissions:
1. The detailed site plan showing the proposed new buildings and an outline of the existing
buildings and paths clearly demonstrates the following issues:
a. The plan to demolish the existing northern barbeque and shade structure (that
was extended only 4 years ago) is a demonstration that Council has little regard
for the value and functionality of the existing facilities.
i. What is the reason for demolishing this existing and fully functional
facility?
ii. Is this decision based on a cost / benefit analysis?
b. The site plan indicates the layout of the new pathways, but they appear to be not
as wide as the existing pathways.
i. Are the new paths compliant with disabled access requirements?
ii. Are the pathways wide enough to accommodate the anticipated volume of
people using the new facilities?
2.

I note that the proposed toilet block / change rooms and storage building has unisex
facilities. At a previous Council meeting some members of Council expressed a concern
about unisex toilets and I am sure certain sections of the community will have privacy and
safety concerns.
a. Why is it not possible to provide separate male and female facilities as provided in
the current facilities?
b. I, firmly maintain that the scope of the existing male and female toilet and change
room facilities be replicated with the addition of disabled accessible toilets.

3. I wish to submit that solar powered hot water shower facilities be provided within the
change room facilities as cold water outdoor shower facilities are not suitable for many in
the community.
4. I wish to submit that CCTV security cameras be provided in the area to discourage antisocial behavior and vandalism.
5. I wish to submit that Council seriously consider solar powered security lighting for the
area.
6. I wish to submit that Council install additional mature shade trees near the existing
benches and tables to provide additional solar protection in the area.
I trust that Council will seriously consider my submission.
If necessary, I am happy to discuss
Yours Sincerely
Ed Harvey
0402 470 199

Appendix 3 - Summary of
one-on-one meetings

Forster Main Beach
Ocean Baths
Summary of one-on-one meeting with Forster Mudcrabs
Date

30 April 2019

Time

9.00am

Venue

Forster Ocean Baths

Note-taker

Koran North

Present

David Morse, Katrina Carlon, Koran North, Peter Bartley and Forster
Mudcrabs members

Meeting items
Item

Key points/actions

1

Introduction and overview of project

2



Presentation of plans



Timeline of project



Process for feedback and how to make comment

Point raised:


Proposed works includes no upgrades to pool



Pool will remain open during construction period



Temporary amenities will be provided during construction period.



Suggestion that toilets should have adult/child urinal which would provide
benefit and assist with cleanliness of the facilities



Artwork will be used as the privacy screen at the top of the toilets



Outside shower facilities – the provision of additional showers would be
beneficial due to number of visitors in the summer season



Is there work planned to improve ramps and footpaths going to the pool?



Discussion regarding grass area and the need for additional shade options.
Will this space be tiered? We advised this space would not be tiered.



Store room facility to have security lock



Discussion regarding bbq amenities – ensure this space is large to provide
optimal benefits to many users of the space



The current power pole will be removed and replaced with new power
facilities

Mudcrabs wishlist;
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3

Provisions made in the footings to turn the toilets/change rooms in to a two
storey at a later stage (to make Mudcrabs clubhouse)
MudCrabs signage/image to be on the sign next to Bullring
CCTV to prevent vandalism
Lights on a timer for the night period

Staff expressed thanks to Members for considering the proposal. Members
expressed appreciation for being consulted and that it was a positive experience.
Comments made in relation to proposed plans;







Very happy
Looks great
Really good
Should last us a long time
It is needed
Cannot wait

Close at approx. 9.40am
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Forster Main Beach
Ocean Baths
Summary of one-on-one meeting with Forster, Local
Aboriginal Land Council
Date

3 May 2019

Time

11:15am

Venue

Forster Local Aboriginal
Land Council

Note-taker

Maddy Andrews

Present

Cal Davis, nine FLALC Board members, Katrina Carlon, Maddy Andrews
and Sarah Wilkinson

Meeting items
Item

Key points/actions

1

Introduction and overview of project

2



Presentation of plans



Timeline of project



Process for feedback and how to make comment



Native Title process additional opportunity to provide comment – letter
provided to Cal Davis

Point raised:


Proposed works includes no upgrades to pool.



Temporary amenities will be provided during construction period.



Young local artist Lara Went has been commissioned to do the artwork,
which will be laser cut into metal from her painted design.



The turtle feature is within her design.



Artwork will also be used as the privacy screen at the top of the toilets.



Members raised desire to involved a number local Aboriginal artists to liaise
instead of just one artists.



Other opportunities may arise in the Forster Main Beach Masterplan to
involve other artists.



Idea to place artwork on the footpath, similar to artwork on footpath at end
of Marcella St, Forster. Encourage local Aboriginal people to feel sense of
ownership and a proud cultural area for the younger generations.



Alfresco seating needs to be fixed to ground.
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3



More shade is needed. This is also an issue at Head St (Pebbly beach)
playground.



Playground shade is a separate project that Council has been funded to do.
Focus is on Regional parks, including Tuncurry (Lone Pine) and One Mile
(Palmgrove).



Some shade structures have been removed at Pebbly.



The shade structures have roughly a ten-year lifespan before they need to
be taken down. For this reason, trees can be better – this is considered and
tailored to each park.



Discussion on the proposed amenities block and Katrina explaining the
details. – overall agreement.



Discussion regarding use of name ‘The Bullring’ - The original name of the
ocean baths.



Are showers provided – No design has been developed, so open to ideas
on style and position.



Is there work planned to improve ramps and footpaths going to the pool?



The new works will connect in with existing pathways.



Proposed works link in with the overall Forster Main Beach Masterplan. As
the upgrades are completed the footpaths will be improved.



Discussion and context on the masterplan to provide larger context on the
overall plan.



Ideas discussed regarding grass area – opportunity to provide more shade,
a play space for younger children e.g. water play or playground. Good to
have a space for younger children who can’t swim.



The masterplan includes a playground at the Surf Club end of the Main
beach that will go on to of a proposed underground carpark.



Council also recently agreed to close the pool in Tuncurry and replace it
with a water play area, which will enable this space to be used by families
with children of all ages, due to proximity to skate park, Hall and green
space. We will be consulting with the community within the next year on this
project, so will keep them informed.

Staff expressed thanks to Committee for considering the proposal. Board members
expressed appreciation for being consulted and both staff and members expressed
desire to continue this as an opportunity for the Aboriginal community to have input
into Council engagement projects.
Members requested whether they could come to us for assistance with
infrastructure projects to help with grant writing and design. Staff agreed that we
can definitely assist, provide advice on design and seeking tenders. We are more
than happy to help the community and provide a collaborative approach.
Close at approx. 12:15pm
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